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LOW-HIT_Abscondence.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Single drum impact, long tail

LOW-HIT_Backdoor.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Soft single drum impact, long tail

LOW-HIT_Classic_Anvil.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - High-pitch metal impact, long low tail

LOW-HIT_Deathblow.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Soft low-frequency impact, long tail

LOW-HIT_Flash_Bulp.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - High-pitch reversed cymbal and low-pitch drum impact, long tail

LOW-HIT_Master_Grumble.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Loose low metal impact, long tail

LOW-HIT_Stun_Gun.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Heavy loose door impact, long tail

LOW-HIT_Turner_Round.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Loose drum impact, long tail

LOW-HIT_Unseenly_Dark.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Soft single drum impact, long tail with rumble

LOW-HIT_War_Stomp.wav

LOW - HIT - CLASSIC - Heavy door impact, long tail

RISE_Come_Comanche.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Pulsating brass orchestra and helicopter-like stutter rise, harsh stop, short tail

RISE_Demonicon.wav

RISE -EERIE - Vocal rise, hiss, high-pitch metal peak

RISE_Digital_Fear.wav

RISE - SCI-FI - Electronic noise, beeps and strings rise, sharp, high-pitch metal impact, electronic noise tail

RISE_Engrave_Voices.wav

RISE - EERIE - Choir and strings rise, creepy background sparkle, no impact

RISE_Entry_To_Primrose_Path.wav

RISE - SCI-FI - Machine noise, rumble, beeps, no impact, long tail

RISE_Epic_Symphony.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Hum, noise, choir and brass orchestra rise, heavy drum impact

RISE_Floating_Times.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - String rise, ticking clock, electronic stutter, zap impact

RISE_Ghost_Choir.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Reversed cymbal and wind rise, choir shout and door slam impact, sparkle tail

RISE_Haunted_House.wav

RISE - EERIE - Airy rise, metal squeaks, airy metal tail

RISE_Ice_Strings.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Vocal female choir and high-pitch strings, LFE impact

RISE_Necronomicon.wav

RISE - EERIE - Demonic breaths, reversed metal hits, drum hit

RISE_Orchestral_Stutter.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Synthesizer pulse, increasing speed, high-pitch metal impact, pulse decreasing in tail

RISE_Piercy_Orchestra.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Short string rise, metal impact

RISE_Ready_Set_Dead.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Stuttering synthesizer rise, harsh stop, short tail

RISE_Rotation_Club.wav

RISE - SCI-FI - High-pitch rotor increasing speed, breaking down

RISE_Save_My_Secret.wav

RISE - EERIE - Breath and brass orchestra rise, aggressive exhale and metal impact

RISE_Silverwind.wav

RISE - SCI-FI - Enginge stutter, metal ringing, metallic peak

RISE_Stargate_Push.wav

RISE - SCI-FI - Reversed cymbal and synthesizer pulse rise, impact and tail rattle

RISE_The_Dawn.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Choir and chaotic strings rise, harsh stop, tail stutter

RISE_The_Voice.wav

RISE - CLASSIC - Choir rise with low background rumble

RISE-SHORT_Classical_Voice.wav

RISE - SHORT - High-pitch choir rise, low-pitch background gust

RISE-SHORT_Only_The_Top.wav

RISE - SHORT - Polyphonic high-pitch rise

RISE-SHORT_Pinch.wav

RISE - SHORT - Metallic rise, cymbal tail

RISE-SHORT_Red_Sky.wav

RISE - SHORT - Low-pitch rumble, high-pitch engine-like rise

RISE-SHORT_Snap.wav

RISE - SHORT - Orchestra brass section rise

STINGER_Bad_Reception.wav

STINGER - SCI-FI - Distorted electronic noise

STINGER_Brass_Demon.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Menacing brass section rise, airy tail

STINGER_Bronze_Sheets.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Soft cymbal stinger

STINGER_Cardiac_Arrest.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Steady heartbeat, low-pitch rumble, quiet, large metal bangs

STINGER_Cheat_The_Witch.wav

STINGER - EERIE - Female shout and high-pitch sonar ping, fire flyby impact, long tail

STINGER_Dangerous_Mind.wav

STINGER - CLASIC - Heartbeat getting faster, metallic sparkle, airy cymbal hit

STINGER_Dark_As_Night.wav

STINGER - EERIE - Cymbal scrape, eerie voices, airy whoosh

STINGER_Death_March.wav

STINGER - EERIE - Reversed cymbals, heavy loose drum rhythm

STINGER_Fear_The_Thunder.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Thunder, reversed cymbal rise, thunder tail

STINGER_Ghost_Town.wav

STINGER - EERIE - Airy rise, screams, high-pitch metal impact, ringing tail

STINGER_Hello_Evil.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Electronic hum, thunderous gusts, drum impact

STINGER_Let_Me_In.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Rattling engine, reversed brass section impact, metallic tail

STINGER_Magic_Train.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Train engine sound, metallic squeal, steamy tail

STINGER_Pew_Pew.wav

STINGER - SCI-FI - Scifi engine rise, reversed metal hits, laser blaster impact, fiery tail with electronic beeps

STINGER_Piercing_Cut.wav

STINGER - SCI-FI - High-pitch scifi engine rise, massive drum impact

STINGER_Repo.wav

STINGER - SCI-FI - Airy background, reversed metal hits, chaotic electronic hum

STINGER_Spaceship_Landed.wav

STINGER - SCI-FI - Electronic and fiery turbine rise, flyby, metal impact

STINGER_The_Cobra.wav

STINGER - EERIE - Incoming train, heavy hit

STINGER_Train_Of_The_Dead.wav

STINGER - CLASSIC - Reversed cymbal, airy and boney impact, long tail

STINGER_Whisper_Of_Distress.wav

STINGER - EERIE - Reversed cymbals, creepy screams, eerie breath

WHOOSH_Backstabber.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Extremely short whoosh-in, metal center with ringing reverb, low-pitch tail

WHOOSH_Black_Dust.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Tonal metal whoosh-in, textile, metal, voice and breathing center, echoing voices tail

WHOOSH_Blaster.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Low-pitch rumbling whoosh-in, airy center and tail

WHOOSH_Braindead.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Incoming car whoosh-in, cracking center, high-pitch screams tail

WHOOSH_Breeze.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Airy, slightly fiery whoosh

WHOOSH_Burn_It.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Fire and cloth rustle

WHOOSH_Camera_Flash.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Short airy whoosh-in, camera-like click, airy tail

WHOOSH_D-Wing.wav

WHOOSH - SCI-FI - Short high-pitch flyby, long airy tail

WHOOSH_Digital_Flipper.wav

WHOOSH - SCI-FI - Windy whoosh, electronic flutter

WHOOSH_Dragons_Breath.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Fire and leather, windy tail

WHOOSH_Fiery_Gust.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Flickering fire flyby
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WHOOSH_Firesworn.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Massive fire gust

WHOOSH_Flutter.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - High-pitch flutter whoosh-in, metallic center and tail

WHOOSH_Formula_Frenzy.wav

WHOOSH - SCI-FI - Engine flyby, low-pitch tail

WHOOSH_Full_Throttle.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Short reversed cymbal whoosh-in, low-pitch impact, eerie breath and airy center and tail

WHOOSH_Gatecrashers.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Airy fire gust, slightly tonal tail

WHOOSH_Growling_Fire.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Creature-like growling fire, large hollow reverb tail

WHOOSH_Horizon.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Low-pitch engine-like whoosh-in, rattling center

WHOOSH_I_Am_Here.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Engine whoosh-in, high-pitch tonal center, airy tail

WHOOSH_Ice_Rocket.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - High-pitch rocket engine, large textile smack

WHOOSH_Into_The_Hollow.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Fire and wind flyby

WHOOSH_Lexicorn.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Ocean wave, metal tail

WHOOSH_Messerschmitt.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Rattling engine, high-pitch flyby, thunder tail

WHOOSH_Meteorite.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Rumbling, turbine-like meteorite, siren-like tail

WHOOSH_Nightmare.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Short airy whoosh-in, cracking wood center, eerie piano tail

WHOOSH_No_Hope.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Creepy breath whoosh-in, chaotic piano strings, fiery center

WHOOSH_Pressure_On.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Massive wind gust

WHOOSH_Racing_Deep_Backfire.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - High-pitch race car driveby, metal rattle, LFE backfire

WHOOSH_Riot.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Short hard textile whoosh-in, highly reverberant impact

WHOOSH_Screamer.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Helicopter-like whoosh-in, creepy artificial scream, quiet helicopter tail

WHOOSH_Spaceship_Pass.wav

WHOOSH - SCI-FI - Small spaceship flyby

WHOOSH_Speed_Wheel.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Vehicle driveby, heavy bass

WHOOSH_Speeding.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - Sharp fire gust, hollow reverb tail

WHOOSH_Stalker.wav

WHOOSH - SCI-FI - Scratchy flyby, whistling center, rattling tail

WHOOSH_Wolf_Attack.wav

WHOOSH - EERIE - Growling creature, sizzle and cymbal tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Arnigator.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Chaotic electronic whoosh-in, harsh buzzing impact, beeping tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Bloodfreeze.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Fluttering whoosh-in, large metal impact, metal tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Bonebreakers.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short whoosh-in, massive bone-breaking impact, hollow tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Buzz_Tight_Yeah.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Electronic noise whoosh-in, buzzing impact and tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Close_The_Tomb.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Very short whoosh-in, massive drum impact, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Crack_Open.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short textile whoosh-in, harsh wood cracks, reverberant tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Crispy_Chicken.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Moving vehicle whoosh-in, cracking impact, low-frequency tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Damnation.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Airy vocal whoosh-in, large drum impact, vocal tail, quiet background beeps

WHOOSH-HIT_Death_Arrow.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Cymbal tail whoosh, large drum impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Distorted_Zapout.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Extremely short whoosh-in, distorted laser zap

WHOOSH-HIT_Dont_Poke_With_Me.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Scifi engine whoosh-in, impact, engine dying

WHOOSH-HIT_Drum_Clasher.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Extremely short whoosh-in, drums impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Eerie_Incoming.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Tonal metal whoosh-in and tail, harsh textile hit

WHOOSH-HIT_Fat_Torch.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Fiery whoosh-in, metal impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Final_Brass.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short artificial brass whoosh-in, large drum hit

WHOOSH-HIT_Finally.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short large textile whoosh-in, hollow impact, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Fireface.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Soft fire whoosh, large drum impact with long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Gemeye.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short airy whoosh-in, harsh drum impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Gunslinger.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short harsh airy whoosh-hit

WHOOSH-HIT_Hellgirl.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Reversed hits whoosh-in, massive metal impact, loud tonal tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Hello_Earth.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short turbine-like whoosh-in, large drum impact, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Kernel_Panic.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short scratchy whoosh-in, massive low-pitch impact, echoing tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Last_Stand.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Long train-like whoosh-in, high-pitch metal impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Letter_Drop.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short airy whoosh-in, small high-pitch metal impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Lost_Soul_Impact.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short airy tonal whoosh-in, large hit, echoing tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Mortal_Fear.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Reversed vocal long whoosh-in, choir shout, thunder tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Mouth-Shut.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Vocal medium whoosh-in, short impact

WHOOSH-HIT_No_Entry.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Short rattling whoosh-in, large high-pitch metal impact, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_One_Two_Trap.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Airy vocal whoosh-in, metal impact, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Out_Of_Range.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Rattling Spaceship engine, echoing tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Paper_Ensemble.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short whoosh-in, drum impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Piano.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Metal and vocal whoosh-in, large drum impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Scarface.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - High-pitch cymbal scratch whoosh-in, massive impact with breath and thunder tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Sentry_Down.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short turbine-like whoosh-in, electronic impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Shattered_Dream.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short surf whoosh-in, large glass impact, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Machine_Full_Stop.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Short engine whoosh-in, low-pitch slightly distorted drum impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Solid_Smack.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short airy whoosh-in, low-pitch metal impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Sonic_Wall.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Short airy whoosh-in, large impact, slightly thunderous tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Stutter_Car.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Stuttering engine whoosh-in, harsh impact, short tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Stuttorion.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Scifi beep whoosh, chain impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Taiko_Titan.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Massive drum impact, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Tango_Down.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Long bouncing synthesizer whoosh-in, metal hit
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WHOOSH-HIT_The_Doors.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Seething whoosh, soft metal impact

WHOOSH-HIT_The_Guillotine.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short textile whoosh-in, massive door impact

WHOOSH-HIT_Tick_Tack_Boom.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Large airy whoosh-in, three impacts

WHOOSH-HIT_Timeless.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - CLASSIC - Short tonal metal whoosh-in, airy hit, long tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Undertaker.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Brass whoosh-in, massive impact with tonal tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Whiterabbit.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - EERIE - Short airy whoosh-in, harsh impact

WHOOSH-HIT_With_Full_Force.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Low-pitch rumble, fluttering whoosh, dying synthesizer tail

WHOOSH-HIT_Yamatomoto.wav

WHOOSH - HIT - SCI-FI - Short whoosh-in, piercing metal impact, low-pitch tail

WHOOSH-SOFT_Bottom_Rocker.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Scratchy low-frequency whoosh, long tail

WHOOSH-SOFT_Chimera_Breeze.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Low wing flap

WHOOSH-SOFT_Darth_Breather.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Heavy rumbling breath

WHOOSH-SOFT_Deathbreath.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Short eerie breath whoosh

WHOOSH-SOFT_Flee_You_Zany.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Soft windy whoosh, long tail

WHOOSH-SOFT_Guster.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Short wind gust

WHOOSH-SOFT_Passenger.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Short windy whoosh

WHOOSH-SOFT_Rumble_Spell.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Airy, metallic whoosh-in, windy center and tail

WHOOSH-SOFT_Slightly.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Airy, slightly vocal whoosh

WHOOSH-SOFT_SpaceBy.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Short spaceship flyby

WHOOSH-SOFT_Spirit_Of_Freedom.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Airy turbine-like whoosh-in, sizzling fiery tail

WHOOSH-SOFT_Subtle_Wave.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Short wave whoosh

WHOOSH-SOFT_The_Comedown.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Soft windy whoosh

WHOOSH-SOFT_Treater.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Short airy whoosh-in, long tail

WHOOSH-SOFT_Velvet.wav

WHOOSH - CLASSIC - SOFT - Airy textile whoosh
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